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In the Story World, Kids Really Want to Read
New Book Maps Out the Journey
ORONO, Maine -- It's not that kids can't read, but that they won't because they can't
"see" or "live through" the story. That insight from the perspective of seventh and eight
graders led a determined teacher to find out just what the act of reading reall y is and to
let his students in on the secret.
In You Gotta Be the Book, recently released by Teachers' College Press and the
National Council of Teachers of English, Jeffrey Wilhelm, now a University of Maine
professor, weaves the drama and characters of his teacher research into new theory and
practice that is described as "groundbreaking." Journeying into story worlds with highly
engaged and very reluctant middle school readers, Wilhelm explores the attitudes and
strategies of both to examine why and how they read. What he found challeng es the
pedagogy and politics of the traditional classroom.
By casting students as experts and by expanding the notion of what counts as expertise,
Wilhelm's work is ultimately very political, notes Michael Smith of Rutgers in his
forward. "Wilhelm's research provides dramatic testimony that we too often undervalue
the contributions students can make to our understanding of reading literature and to
each other," writes Smith. "Wilhelm does something that no other teacher or the orist or
researcher of whom I am aware does: He builds a powerful theory of literary reading
from the reading of students, and he uses that theory to build a powerful theory of the
teaching of literature."

An assistant professor of literacy education at UMaine and an experienced middle school
teacher, Wilhelm's latest book addresses issues such as: What do highly engaged
adolescent readers DO as they read: What is it about traditional reading and literary i
nstruction that deters engaged reading and disenfranchises young readers? How can
interventions like drama and art be used in classrooms to help all readers, especially
reluctant ones, take on the strategy and stance of engaged and expert readers and recreate
reading as a personally meaningful, pleasurable and valid pursuit?
Wilhelm's search for answers and his research began when he encountered a class of
eighth graders labeled remedial readers, creating a situation that required a new way of
thinking about and teaching the act of reading. "If I wished to pursue my job of de
veloping readers, then resistance and lack of engagement were compelling issues that
had to be deeply considered," he writes in the introduction.
You Gotta Be the Book documents Wilhelm's journey with his students to explore those
compelling questions of why some kids love to read and others hate it and what both
experience in the process. Taking along drama, visual media, well-thought-out and onhttps://web.archive.org/web/19970520131235/http://www.ume.maine.edut-cofed/news/newsinth.html
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the-spot creative approaches, and constant encouragement, Wilhelm and his students
discover a world and create an environment where reluctant readers move beyond their
passive stance, connect their own lives to literary experiences and find meaning in
reading. They also change the classroom dynamics by becoming responsive and
contributi ng participants in discussion and activities.
Wilhelm's work in the area of teaching engaged and reflective reading and the use of
visual arts in enabling and encouraging reluctant readers to enter, create, comprehend
and participate in story worlds earned him the National Council of Teachers of English
Promising Researcher Award in 1995. He is the author of Standards in Practice:
Grades 6-8 for NCTE, and another book, With Body, Mind and Soul: Extending
Reading, Learning and Valuing Across the Curriculum through Drama, is
forthcoming from Heinemann Books.
Leading literacy educators are describing You Gotta Be the Book as "new theory," "a
powerful alternative to traditional models ofreading instruction," "the book teachers
have been waiting for," and as "the best in teacher research." For example:< P>
• "Wilhelm's instruction in dramatic and artistic response to literature enables his
students to live through their literary experiences in ways that alter their perception
of both school and literature." - Peter Smagorinsky, University of Oklahoma
• "Wilhelm combines his knowledge and experience working with adolescents with
a teacher-researcher lens on the classroom to create important new insights for
educators." - Ruth Shagoury Hubbard, Lewis and Clark University
• "The voices of Wilhelm's student readers are believable, enthusiastic, and wise,
and they have much to say about why literature teaching is hard and why it is
worth doing well." - James Marshall, University of Iowa
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